STUDY OPTIONS

30 & BEYOND IN THE MORNING

Enjoy learning and making friends with like-minded students of a similar age. You’ll be placed in either the Foundation 30 & Beyond or Communication 30 & Beyond course in the morning according to your pre-assessed language level. These courses help you build fluency and connect through language with other students in the 30 and up age group. With ILSC’s dynamic approach to course delivery, where set curriculum is complemented by the interests of students, course topics and class discussions will naturally develop in a way that resonates with the life experiences, goals, and interests of those in this more experienced age group.

A DIVERSE RANGE OF ELECTIVE OPTIONS IN THE AFTERNOON

Complement your 30 & Beyond course choosing from our diverse suite of all-ages afternoon skills electives to meet your personal interests and goals. Possible electives include: Conversation, Pronunciation, English through Art, English through Yoga, Public Speaking, Academic Writing, Test preparation courses, Business Culture, English through Marketing, and more!

ACTIVITIES

Immerse yourself in English and practice your language skills outside the classroom with activities especially for 30 & Beyond students! Each week, ILSC-Vancouver offers at least one activity geared for this age group, and students must meet the age minimum to join. Typical 30 & Beyond activities would include: Wine tasting, art gallery visits, coffee shop chat groups, hikes and more.

ACCOMMODATIONS

30 & Beyond students may take advantage of our independent living option in our GEC Viva Shared apartments which is located steps away from Vancouver’s Granville Street entertainment district, and a short walk from ILSC.

Homestay accommodation is also available.